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 .We study the complex strongly extreme points of bounded subsets of continu-
ously quasi-normed vector spaces X over C. When X is a complex normed linear
 .space, these points are the complex analogues of the familiar real strongly
extreme points. We show that if X is a complex Banach space then the complex
strongly extreme points of B admit several equivalent formulations some of whichX
are in terms of ``pointwise'' versions of well known moduli of complex convexity.
We use this result to obtain a characterization of the complex extreme points of
B and B where 0 - p - `, X and each X , j g I, are complexl  X . L  m , X . jp j jg I p
Banach spaces. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of complex geometry dates back to a 1969 paper of E. Thorp
w xand R. Whitley 14 . In that paper the authors characterized the complex
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Banach spaces X for which the strong maximum modulus theorem holds
for X-valued analytic functions defined on an open connected subset of
the complex plane in terms of a geometric condition called ``complex strict
w xconvexity.'' In 1975 J. Globevnik 3 brought complex geometry into sharper
focus by introducing complex uniform convexity, a notion which is stronger
 .than complex strict convexity, as a natural generalization of real uniform
convexity. Globevnik then proceeded to show that for a measure space
 .  .V, S, m , the complex space L m, X is not only complex strictly convex1
w xas Thorp and Whitley had shown in 14 , but is in fact complex uniformly
convex. Almost a decade later, a fundamental paper on complex convexity
of quasi-normed linear spaces was published by W. J. Davis, D. J. H.
w xGarling, and N. Tomczak-Jaegermann 1 . The paper considered a number
of topics related to complex convexity. The topics discussed included
various moduli of complex convexity which give a measure of the plurisub-
 .harmonicity of the quasi-norm unlike the real moduli of convexity which
.give a measure of the convexity of the unit ball of normed spaces ; the
connection between the behavior of suitable martingales taking values in
complex quasi-normed spaces and the existence of equivalent complex
uniformly convex quasi-norms; the relation of complex convexity with
cotype; and results concerning complex Banach lattices.
In this paper we study the complex strongly extreme points of the closed
unit ball of continuously quasi-normed spaces X over C. When X is a
complex normed linear space, these points are the complex analogues of
 .the familiar real strongly extreme points. We show that if X is a complex
Banach space then the complex strongly extreme points of B admit several
equivalent formulations some of which are in terms of ``pointwise'' ver-
sions of well known moduli of complex convexity. We use this result to
obtain a characterization of the complex extreme points of B andl  X .p j j g I
B where 0 - p - `, X and each X , j g I, are complex BanachL  m , X . jp
space. We remark that in the real case it is well known that a norm one
 .function f in L m, X is a strongly extreme point of B if and onlyp L m , X .
 . 5  .5if f v r f v is a strongly extreme point of B for m-almost all v in theX
w xsupport of f. The survey article 12 gives a more detailed account of this
and related issues. Our results for the case of the complex function spaces
 .L m, X parallel the known results in the real case.p
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review some basic
definitions and relevant preliminaries. In Section 3 we characterize the
complex strongly extreme points of B . In Section 4 we characterize theX
complex strongly extreme points of B and B for 0 - p - `.L  m , X . l  X .p p
 .Our arguments for the complex space L m, X are direct and straightfor-p
ward and apply to the real case as well.
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2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper all vector spaces are assumed to be over the field
of complex numbers.
5 5 w .DEFINITION 2.1. Let X be a vector space. A map ? : X ª 0, ` is
called a quasi-seminorm if
 . 5 5 < < 5 51 a x s a x ;a g C, x g X
 .  5 5.2 there exists a constant C s C X, G 1 such that
5 5 5 5 5 5x q y F C x q y for all pairs x , y g X . .
5 5We call ? a p-seminorm where 0 - p F 1 if in addition
 . 5 5 p 5 5 p 5 5 p3 x q y F x q y , x, y g X.
5 5 5 5 If also x s 0 implies x s 0, then ? is a quasi-norm respectively,
.  .  .   .  ..p-norm if conditions 1 ] 2 respectively, conditions 1 ] 3 hold. The
 5 5.pair X, , or simply X if there is no ambiguity, is then called a
quasi-seminormed, p-seminormed, quasi-normed, p-normed, or normed
5 5space according to whether ? is a quasi-seminorm, a p-seminorm, a
quasi-norm, a p-norm, or a norm, respectively.
5 5We remark that ? induces a metrizable vector topology on X. If this
 5 5.topology is complete, then the pair X, is called a quasi-Banach space.
5 5 5 5In case ? is a quasi-norm which is uniformly continuous on ? -bounded
 5 5.subsets of X, then the pair X, or simply X, if no confusion results, is
 .called a continuously quasi-normed space. Note that by property 3 of
Definition 2.1, a p-seminorm is uniformly continuous with respect to the
uniformity it generates on X. We also note that according to the
w xAoki]Rolewicz theorem 9 , every quasi-norm is equivalent to a p-norm
for some p, 0 - p F 1. Consequently, it is customary to assume that all
quasi-norms are p-norms for some p. We shall not need to make this
assumption here.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let X be a quasi-normed space. An upper-semicon-
w .tinuous function w : X ª y`, ` is said to be plurisubharmonic if for
every x, y g X
du2p iuw x F w x q e y . .  .H 2p0
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DEFINITION 2.3. Davis, Garling, and Tomczak-Jaegermann call a con-
 5 5.tinuously quasi-normed space X, locally PL-con¨ex if for any x, y g X,
 .there exists d s d x, y ) 0 such that
du2p iu5 5 5 5x F x q re y for all 0 - r - d .H 2p0
w xRemark. By Proposition 2.2 of 1 , the defining condition for PL-con-
5 5vexity is equivalent to requiring that log ? be plurisubharmonic. Since, by
5 5 5 5Jensen's inequality, ? is plurisubharmonic if log ? is plurisubharmonic,
a continuously quasi-normed space is locally PL-convex if and only if it is
 w x.equipped with a plurisubharmonic norm cf. Lemma 2.2 of 8 . It thus
follows that in the setting of continuously quasi-normed spaces the terms
locally PL-con¨ex and PL-con¨ex are equivalent.
A superclass of the PL-convex spaces is the class of `` A-convex'' spaces
w xintroduced by N. Kalton in 8 . Kalton calls a complex quasi-normed space
A-con¨ex if it admits an equivalent plurisubharmonic norm. These spaces
have the characteristic ability to control the behavior of vector-valued
analytic functions taking values in them in the following way. Let X be an
 .A-convex space and let A X denote the collection of all X-valued0
functions which are continuous on the closed unit disc of the complex
 .plane and analytic in its interior. X is said to satisfy the weak Maximum
 .Modulus Principle MMP if there is a constant M ) 0 so that for all
 .f g A X we have0
f 0 F M max f z . .  .
< <z s1
w xA result of Kalton 8 says that the A-convex quasi-Banach spaces are
precisely the spaces X satisfying the MMP.
We conclude this section by recalling the definitions of two continuously
quasi-normed quasi-Banach spaces whose complex geometry will be of
particular interest to us in Section 4.
 .DEFINITION 2.4. Let 0 - p - ` and let X be a family of complexj jg I
 .Banach spaces. The l -sum of the family X is the linear spacep i ig I
 .  <  . 5 5 4l X [ f : I ª D X f j g X for all j and f - ` where thepp j jg I jg I j j
5 5 5 5  5  .5 p.1r pquasi-norm ? on X is given by f s  f j andp jg I
5  .5 p  5  .5 p 4 f j [ sup  f j : F ; I and F is finite .jg I jg F
DEFINITION 2.5. Let X be a complex Banach space. For 0 - p F `, we
 .denote by L V, S, m; X the Lebesgue]Bochner space of m-equivalencep
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classes of strongly measurable functions f : V ª X for which
5  .5 p  . 5  .5 4H f v dm v - ` if 0 - p - ` and ess sup f v : v g V - ` ifV
p s `, quasi-normed by
1rp¡ p
f v dm v if 0 - p - ` .  .H~  /5 5f sp V¢ess sup f v : v g V if p s `. 4 .
 .For convenience we shall use the abbreviated notation L m, X forp
 .L V, S, m; X .p
3. A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE COMPLEX
STRONGLY EXTREME POINTS OF BX
In the proof of the characterization of the complex strongly extreme
points of the closed unit ball of a complex Banach space below, we shall
need a special case of an observation made by S. J. Dilworth in the proof
 .  . w x of a implies d in Proposition 2.2 of 2 . A proof of the observation was
w xnot given in 2 but, in the opinion of the author, the proof may not be
. w xentirely obvious. Following 10 , we record the observation as a lemma
and state it in a form which is more suitable for our purposes. A detailed
w xproof of the lemma can be found in 10 .
LEMMA 3.1. Let X be a complex Banach space, 0 - p - `, and 0 - b -
5 5 5 5 5 if 51r2. Let x, y g X satisfy x s 1, y F 1, and x q e y ) 1 q b for
some f, 0 F f F 2p . Suppose x* g X* is a norming functional of x and
 .x* y s a . Then
 . < <1 if a F br6, we ha¨e
b b
iu iu5 5 < < < <x q e y ) 1 q e a q whene¨er u y f - ;
3 6
 .  .2 for any complex number l, there exists a real number t s t p ,0 0
0 - t - 1r2 such that0
p
b bpiu iu< < < <1 q e l q ) 1 q e l q t0 /3 3
for all u , 0 F u F 2p .
 5 5.DEFINITION 3.2. Let X, be a continuously quasi-normed complex
 .space. Let K be a not necessarily convex bounded subset of X. We say a
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point x g K is a complex strongly extreme point of K if and only if for each
 .e ) 0 there is a d s d e ) 0 such that x is the center of no one-dimen-
 .sional disc which is contained in K q B 0 and has diameter at least 2e ;d
 < < 4  . 5 5i.e., whenever x q zy: z F 1 ; K q B 0 and y g K, then y - e .d
 .  5 5 4Here B x s x g X : x y x - r for each r ) 0. We denote the set ofr 0 0
complex strongly extreme points of K by c-str. ext K.
 .  Note. 1 If x g c-str. ext K then x g c-ext K. x g c-ext K if x q zy:
< < 4 .z F 1 ; K implies y s 0.
 .2 If X is a normed linear space over C and K s B , then x g c-X
 .str. ext B if and only if for each e ) 0 there is a d s d e ) 0 such thatX
5 5 5 5if y g X and x q zy F 1 q d for all z g B , then y - e .C
 w x.Recall see 1, 3 that a continuously quasi-normed complex space X is
X  .uniformly H -con¨ex if and only if v d ) 0 for each d ) 0 if and only if` c
X  .H e ) 0 for each e ) 0 where`
X 5 5 5 5 5 5v d s sup y : x , y g X , x s 1 and x q zy - 1 q d .c
< < 4;z g C with z F 1
and
X 5 iu 5 5 5 5 5H e s inf sup x q e y : 0 F u F 2p y 1: x s 1, y s e . 4 .  4`
 w x.Also see 1 a continuously quasi-normed complex space X is said to be
X  .uniformly PL-con¨ex if and only if H e ) 0 for any, and hence all p,p
X  .0 - p - ` where the modulus H e is defined byp
1rpdu2p pX iu5 5 5 5 5 5H e s inf x q e y y 1: x s 1, y s e . . Hp  5 /2p0
Observe that if X is a PL-convex quasi-Banach space, then either by
applying the Maximum Modulus Principle to the polynomial z ¬ x q zy
w xfor fixed, x, y g X or by 11, Theorem 17.5, p. 337 , we may, without loss of
X  . X  .generality, take the infimum in the definitions of H e and H e overp `
5 5all y g X with y G e .
5 5Fix x g X with x s 1. The following moduli of convexity are derived
X X X  .from v , H , and H 0 - p - ` , respectively:c ` p
X 5 5 5 5v x , d [ sup y : y g X , x q zy - 1 q d ;z g B , 4 .c C
X 5 iu 5 5 5H x , e [ inf sup x q e y : 0 F u F 2p y 1: y G e , 4 .  4`
and
1rpdu2p pX iu5 5 5 5H x , e [ inf x q e y y 1: y G e . . Hp  5 /2p0
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X  . X  .It is clear that for each x g X, H x, e G H x, e for any 0 - p - `.` p
We shall use this fact in the proof of the sufficiency of the conditions in
Theorem 4.2. The next theorem shows that each of these moduli of
convexity can be used to characterize the complex strongly extreme points
of B if X is a complex Banach space.X
THEOREM 3.3. Let X be a complex Banach space. Let x g S . Then theX
following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .1 x g c-str. ext B ;X
 .  . 5 5 5 52 If y is a sequence in X such that x q y ª 1, x y y ª 1,n n n
5 5 5 5x q iy ª 1 and x y iy ª 1, then y ª 0;n n n
 . X  .q3 lim v x, d s 0;d ª 0 c
 .  5 5 < < 4 5 5 4  X  .4 ;e ) 0, inf sup x q zy : z s 1 : y G e ) 1 i.e., H x, e`
.) 0 ;
 .  2p 5 iu 5 p . 5 5 45 ;0 - p - ` and ;e ) 0 inf H x q e y dur2p : y G e0
 X  . .) 1 i.e., H x, e ) 0 .p
 .  .  .  .Proof. 1 m 3 and 5 « 4 . These are immediate.
 .  .  . 51 « 2 . Let e ) 0. Choose d s d e ) 0 so that if y g X and x q
5 < < 5 5zy F 1 q d for all z with z F 1, then y - e . Next choose n g N such0
5 5 that x q zy F 1 q d for each n G n for all z s "1, " i. Then x qn 0
k’ . 4  4  .z 2 r2 y ; co x q i y: k s 0, 1, 2, 3 ; 1 q d B for all n G n andn X 0’5  . 5so x q z 2 r2 y F 1 q d for all z g B and for all n G n . Conse-n C 0’ ’5 . 5  . 4quently 2 r2 y - e for all n G n . Therefore 2 r2 y converges ton 0 n
0 in norm so y ª 0.n
 .  .2 « 1 . We prove the contrapositive. Suppose there exists e ) 0 such
 . 5  .5that for each d ) 0 there exists y d g X with x q zy d F 1 q d for
5  .5all z g B and y d G e . In particular, for each n g N there existsC
5 5 5 5y g X such that x q zy F 1 q 1rn for all z g B and y G e . Noten n C n
5 5also that for each n and for each z g B , x " zy G 1 y 1rn, otherwiseC n
5 5 5 52 s 2 x s x q zy q x y zyn n
5 5 5 5F x q zy q x y zyn n
1 1
- 1 y q 1 q s 2
n n
5 5 5 5if either x q zy - 1 y 1rn or x y zy - 1 y 1rn for some z g B , an n C
contradiction. Thus for all n g N and for all z g B , we haveC
1 1
5 51 y F x " zy F 1 q .nn n
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5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Consequently, x q y ª 1, x y y ª 1, x q iy ª 1, and z y iyn n n n
5 5ª 1. But y G e for all n, so y ¢ 0.n n
 .  .  .3 « 4 . Suppose 4 fails. Then there exists e ) 0 such that for each
 . 5  .5 5  .5d ) 0 there is y d in X with y d G e such that sup x q zy d :
< < 4z s 1 - 1 q d . By applying the usual Maximum Modulus Principle to
5  .5the polynomial z ¬ x q zy from B ª X we get that sup x q zy d :C
< < 4 5  .5 < < 4 X  . 5  .5z s 1 s sup x q zy d : z F 1 . Hence v x, d G y d G e forc
X  .  .qeach d ) 0. But then lim inf v x, d G e ) 0, so 3 fails.d ª 0 c
 .  .  .4 « 3 . Suppose 3 fails. Then there exists e ) 0 such that for all
 .  . X   ..d ) 0 there exists a d with 0 - a d - d and v x, a d ) e . Sincec
X  . X   .. X  .v x, ? is a nondecreasing function, e - v x, a d F v x, d . Thusc c c
X  . X  .for all d ) 0, v x, d ) e . It now follows from the definition of v x, dc c
 . 5  .5that for all d ) 0 there exists y d g X with x q zy d F 1 q d for all
5  .5 5z g B such that y d ) e . Thus for each d ) 0 we have sup x qC
 .5 < < 4  5 5 < < 4 < < 4 5 5 4zy d : z s 1 - 1 q d . So inf sup x q zy : z s 1 : z s 1 : y G e
 .- 1 q d for each d ) 0, hence 5 fails.
 .  .  .  5 5 < <4 « 5 . Suppose 4 holds. Let e ) 0. Then inf sup x q zy : z s
4 5 5 41 : y G e ) 1 q b for some real number b with 0 - b - 1r2. So for
5 5 5each y g X with y G e , there exists u , 0 F u F 2p such that x qy y
iu y 5 5 5e y ) 1 q b. Fix y g X with y G e . Let 0 - p - `. Choose x* g X*
5 5  .  .such that x* s x* x s 1 and let l s x* y . Then
iu iu iu5 5 5 5 5 5x q e y s x* ? x q e y G x* x q e y .
< iu <) 1 q e l
for all u , 0 F u F 2p . We now consider two cases according to the size of
5 5 5 5y relative to x .
5 5 5 5 <  . < < <Case 1. y F x s 1. Then x* y s l F 1. If we now appeal to
Lemma 3.1 and use an argument similar to the one used in the proof of
w x the claim in Theorem 2.2.2 of 10 which, in turn, is modelled on the proof
 .  . w x.of a implies d in Proposition 2.2 of 2 , we get that
du b 3 t2p 0piu5 5x q e y G min 1 q , 1 q e ,H 0 52p 54p0
 .  .where t s t p and e s e p are chosen so that 0 - t - 1r2 and0 0 0 0 0
 2p 5 iu 5 p . 5 5 40 - e - 1r2. Hence inf H x q e y dur2p : y G e ) 1.0 0
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5 5 5 5 5 5  .Case 2. y ) x s 1. Choose x* g X* such that x* s 1 and x* y
5 5  . < <s y , and let l s x* x . Then l F 1. So we have
5 iu 5 5 5 5 iu 5y q e x s x* ? y q e x
iuG x* y q e x .
iu5 5s y q e l
l
iu5 5s y ? 1 q e
5 5y
iu 5 5) 1 q e l y ) 1 , .0
5 5 w xwhere l s lr y , holds for all u g 0, 2p . Now arguing as in Case 1, we0
get that
du du2p 2pp piu iu5 5 5 5x q e y s y q e xH H2p 2p0 0
b 3 t0G min 1 q , 1 q e , 554p
 .  .where 0 - t s t p - 1r2 and 0 - e s e p - 1r2.0 0 0 0
Remark. It is easy to prove that under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3
each of the following statements is equivalent to any one, and hence all, of
the statements in Theorem 3.3:
 .  5 5 < < 4 5 5 41 ;e ) 0, inf sup x q zy : z F 1 : y G e ) 1;
 .  5 k 5 4 5 5 42 ;e ) 0, inf max x q i y : k s 0, 1, 2, 3, : y G e ) 1;
 .  2p 5 iu 5 . 5 5 4  X  .3 ;e ) 0, inf H x q e y dur2p : y G e ) 1 i.e., H x, e0 1
.) 0 .
4. A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE COMPLEX
STRONGLY EXTREME POINTS OF B AND BL  m , X . l  X .p p j
FOR 0 - p - `
We begin this section with a characterization of the complex strongly
 .extreme points of the closed unit ball of the space l X wherep j jg I
 .0 - p - ` and X is a family of complex Banach spaces. We will usej jg I
this result to reduce the characterization of the complex strongly extreme
points of B , for 0 - p - ` and X a complex Banach space, to theL  m , X .p
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 .case where V, S, m is a finite measure space. In the sequel we shall
 .  .  <denote the support of a function f : X ª Y by spt f , i.e., spt f [ x x
 . 4g X and f x / 0 .
 .THEOREM 4.1. Let 0 - p - ` and let X be a family of complexj jg I
 .Banach spaces. Put X s l X . Then f g c-str. ext B if and only ifp j jg I X
5 5  . 5  .5f s 1 and f j r f j g c-str. ext B for all j in the support of f.p X j
Proof. The proof of the necessity of the conditions is straightforward
and will therefore be omitted.
To prove the sufficiency of the conditions, let e ) 0. Choose a finite
 4  .subset I s i , . . . , i ; spt f such that0 1 n
e pp
f j - if 0 - p F 1 . 4jgI_I0
or
1rp ep
f j - if 1 - p - `. . / 4jgI_I0
Let
e¡ if 0 - p F 11rp4n ? max f j : j g I 4 .  . 0~e s1 1r p3 y 2 e .
if 1 - p - `.1r p¢4n ? max f j : j g I 4 . 0
5 5For each j g I , choose d ) 0 such that whenever x g X and x G e ,0 j j j j 1
p
f j du .2p iuq e x ) 1 q d . 1 .H j jf j 2p .0
 p  . p4 5  .5 p 4Let d s min ld , . . . , ld , e r4, er4 , where l s min f j : j g I .1 n 0
5 5Then d ) 0. Let g g X satisfy g G e .
5  .5 p  . pCase 1. 0 - p F 1 and  g j G 3r4 e . Thenjg I _ I0
dup2p iuf q e gH 2p0
du dup p2p 2piu ius f j q e g j q f j q e g j .  .  .  . H H2p 2p0 0jgI jgI_I0 0
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du2pp p pG f j q g j y f j .  .  .  H  / 2p0jgI jgI_I jgI_I0 0 0
2p pG f j q e . 4jgI0




G 1 q d ,
where the first inequality follows from the plurisubharmonicity of the
norm of each of the Banach spaces X , and from the fact that being aj
5 5 pp-norm, ? satisfies the triangle inequality. This proves Case 1.
5  .5 p  . p 5 5Case 2. 0 - p F 1 and  g j - 3r4 e . Then since g G e ,jg I _ I0
5  .5 p pwe must have that  g j G e r4. So there exists j g I such thatjg I 0 00
5  .5 p p 5  .5  .1r pg j G e r4n. Thus g j G er 4n so0 0
g j g j .  .0 0G




max f j : j g I 4 . 0
s e .1
Consequently,
du dup p2p 2piu iuf q e g s f j q e g j .  .H H 0 02p 2p0 0
dup2p iuq f j q e g j .  . H 2p0 4jgI_ j0
5 5 p 5 5 pG 1 q d f j q f j .  . . j 00
 4jgI_ j0
2 .
ps 1 q d f j .j 00
G 1 q d by definition of d . .
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 .  .The inequality 2 holds because of 1 and the fact that the norm of X isj0
plurisubharmonic. This proves Case 2.
 5  .5 p.1r p  1r p. .Case 3. 1 - p - ` and  g j G 1 q 2 er4 . Thenjg I _ I0
du2p piu5 5f q e gH 2p0
du dup p2p 2piu ius f j q e g j q f j q e g j .  .  .  . H H2p 2p0 0jgI jgI_I0 0
pG f j .
jgI0
p
1rp 1rp du2p p pq g j y f j .  . H  /  / 2p0 jgI_I jgI_I0 0
pe e du2pp 1r pG f j q 1 q 2 y .  . H 4 4 2p0jgI0
peps f j q 2 .  /4jgI0
pep pG f j q f j q .  .   /4jgI jgI_I0 0
peps f j q .  /4jgI
G 1 q d .
This proves Case 3.
 5  .5 p.1r p  1r p. .Case 4. 1 - p - ` and  g j - 1 q 2 er4 . Thenjg I _ I0
1rp
p
5 5e F g s g j . /
jgI
1rp 1rp
p pF g j q g j .  .  /  /
jgI jgI_I0 0
1rp ep 1r p- g j q 1 q 2 . .  . / 4jgI0
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 1r p. .  1r p.  .  5  .5 p.1r pThus 3 y 2 r4 ? e s e y 1 q 2 ? er4 -  g j andjg I0
 1r p. . . p 5  .5 pso 3 y 2 r4 e -  g j . Hence there exists j g I such thatjg I 00
5  .5  1r p. 1r p.g j ) 3 y 2 r4n e and so0
1r pg j 3 y 2 ? e .  .0
) \ e .11r pf j 4n max f j : j g I .  4 .0 0
Consequently,
du dup2p 2ppiu iu5 5f q e g s f j q e g j .  .H H 0 02p 2p0 0
dup2p iuq f j q e g j .  . H 2p0 4jgI_ j0
p pG 1 q d f j q f j .  . . j 00
 4jgI_ j0
p ps f j q d f j .  . j 00
jgI
G 1 q d by Eq. 2 . . .
This proves Case 4, and hence completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark. We have actually proved more than we asserted in the state-
ment of the preceding theorem. The proof shows that the theorem remains
 .valid if we replace X in the statement of the theorem by Y s l Y wherep j
 5 5. 5 5each y , ? is a quasi-normed space such that the quasi-norm ? isjj
5 5 p 5 5 p 5 5 pp-subadditive, that is, x q y F x q y for every pair of vectorsj j j
x, y g Y .j
 .We now prove a similar result for the L m, X spaces.p
 .THEOREM 4.2. Suppose 0 - p - `, V, S, m is a complete, positi¨ e
 .measure space, X is a complex Banach space, and f g L m, X . Thenp
5 5  . 5  .5f g c-str.ext B if and only if f s 1 and f v r f v g c-pL  m , X .p
 .str.ext B for m-almost all v g spt f .X
 .Proof. Sufficiency . Since f has s-finite support we may, by Theorem
 .4.1, assume that V, S, m is a finite measure space.
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X  .Observe that f g c-str.ext B if and only if H f , e ) 0 for allL  m , X . `pX  .e ) 0 where H f , e is the modulus defined by`
X 5 5H f , e [ inf sup f q zg y 1 . p`  5
5 5g Gep < <z F1
5 iu 5s inf sup f q e g : 0 F u F 2p y 1 4 4p
5 5g Gep
  .  . .see Definition 3.2 and the proof of 4 « 3 in Theorem 3.3 . Let e ) 0.
X  .We shall show that H f , e ) 0 by proving than the much stronger`
condition
dup2p iuinf f q e g ) 1pH 2p5 5g Ge 0p
 . 5 5holds. To this end, let g g L m, X and g G e . The proof will bepp
2p 5 iu 5 p .complete once we show that H f q e g dur2p G 1 q b where thep0
 .  .constant b s b f , p, e ) 0 is independent of g. Since L m, X (p
 <  . .  <  . .  .L m V _ spt f , X [ L m spt f , X we may assume that spt g ;p p
 .  . yp  p  . p.spt f see Theorem 4.1 . Choose k g N so that 2 e y erk y erk
 . 5  .5 p  .) 2 erk . Now the real-valued function f ? g L m so we can choose1
5  .5 p  .a , 0 - a - 1, so that H f v dm v - erk whenever A g  andA
 .m A - a .
 . 5 5 p yp 5 5 p 5 5 pNote. For all h, g g L m, X , h q g G 2 g y h .p p p0 p 0 0
  . 5  .5  . 5  .54Put E [ v g spt f : g v G erk ? f v .g
 . 5 iu . 5 p yp 5Case 1. m E - a . By the preceding note f q e g ? x G 2 gpg Eg
5 p 5 5 p w x? x y f ? x for all u g 0, 2p . Hence,p pE Eg g
piuf v q e g v dm v .  .  .H
Eg
p pypG 2 g v dm v y f v dm v .  .  .  .H H
E Eg g
p pyps 2 g v dm v y g v dm v .  .  .  .H H /V V_E0




yp pG 2 e y ? f v dm v y .  .H  / / /k kV_Eg
since m E - a . .g
pe epyp pG 2 e y f v dm v y .  .H / /k kV^ ` _
s 1pe e
yp ps 2 e y y / /k k
e






) f v dm v q .  .H kEg
w xfor each u g 0, 2p . So, we have, by Fubini's Theorem, that
du dup p2p 2piu iuf q e g s f v q e g v dm v .  .  .pH H H2p 2p0 0 V
dup2p ius f v q e g v dm v .  .  .H H 2p0 V_Eg
dup2p iuq f v q e g v dm v .  .  .H H 2p0 Eg
dup2p iu) f v q e g v dm v .  .  .H H 2pV_E 0g
e du2p pq f v dm v q .  .H H /k 2p0 Eg
ep pG f v dm v q f v dm v q .  .  .  .H H kV_E Eg g
e
s 1 q .
k
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Since the constant erk is independent of the function g, this proves the
theorem for Case 1.
 . X q qCase 2. m E G a . Let d : S = R ª R be the map defined byg p X
du2p piu5 5x , e ¬ inf x q e y y 1. . H 2p5 5y Ge 0
X .Note that for each fixed e ) 0, d x, e is an upper semicontinuousp
function from S to Rq and hence is Borel measurable. To see this defineX
5 5 q 2p 5for each y g X with y G e , a function f : S ª R by x ¬ H x qy X 0
iu 5 p .e y dur2p . Then by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem,
 .we have for every sequence x in X with x ª x g X,n n
du2p piu5 5lim f x s lim x q e y . Hy n n 2pnª` xª` 0
du2p piu5 5s lim x q e yH n 2pnª`0
du2p piu5 5s x q e yH 2p0
s f x . .y
X .   .Hence f is continuous. Consequently the map d ?, e s inf f ? :y p 5 y 5 G e y
5 5 4  wy G e is an upper semicontinuous function on S see 6, Theorem 7.22,X
x. X  . .p. 89 . Furthermore, for fixed e ) 0, the composite function d h ? , e isp
 X .m-measurable for every m-measurable function h: V ª S because d ?, eX p
q.is a Borel measurable function on S = R .X
 . 5  .5  .We may assume that f v r f v g c-str.ext B for all v g spt f .X
Put
e 1 1
XA [ v g V : d f v r f v , ) and f v ) . .  .  .n p 5 /k n n
Then by the preceding remarks each A is m-measurable. Furthermore,n
`  .A ; A ; ??? ; A ; A ; ??? and D A s spt f because1 2 n nq1 ns1 n
 . 5  .5  .  .f v r f v g c-str.ext B for all v g spt f . Thus lim m A sX nª` n
 ` .   ..  .   ..m D A s m spt f . Choose n g N such that m A ) m spt fns1 n 0 n0
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y ar2. Then
m A l E s m E y m E l Ac . .  .n g g g n0 0







 .The first inequality holds since E ; spt f and the second inequalityg
 .  .   . c .holds because A ; spt f so that spt f s A j spt f l A andn n n0 0 0
  . c .   ..  .hence m spt f l A s m spt f y m A since m is a finite measure.n n0 0
For each v g A l E , we haven g0
p
f v e f v du 1 .  .2pX iud , s inf q e y y 1 )Hp  /f v k f v 2p n5 5 .  .y Gerk 0 0
so,
p
f v g v du 1 .  .2p iuq e y 1 )H f v f v 2p n .  .0 0
g v e .
G , definition of E ,g /f v k .
hence
1 du 1p2p iuf v q e g v ) 1 q .  .Hp 2p n0f v . 0
or equivalently,
du 1p2p piuf v q e g v ) f v 1 q . .  .  .H  /2p n0 0
Therefore by Fubini's theorem,
du dup p2p 2piu iuf q e g s f v q e g v .  .pH H H2p 2p0 0 V
dup2p ius f v q e g v dm v .  .  .H H 2p0 A lEn g0
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dup2p iuq f v q e g v dm v .  .  .H H 2p .0 V_ A lEn g0
dup2p ius f v q e g v dm v .  .  .H H 2pA lE 0n g0
dup2p iuq f v q e g v dm v .  .  .H H 2p .V_ A lE 0n g0
1pG f v 1 q dm v .  .H  /nA lE 0n g0
pq f v dm v .  .H
 .V_ A lEn g0
1p ps f v dm v q f v dm v .  .  .  .H H  /nV A lE 0n g0
p
1 1
G 1 q dm v .H  /  /n nA lE 0 0n g0
definition of A .n0
pq11
s 1 q m A l E .n g0 /n0
pq11 a a
G 1 q since m A l E ) . .n g /  /0 /n 2 20
This establishes Case 2 and hence completes the proof of the sufficiency of
the conditions.
 . 5 5Necessity It is clear that f s 1. For n G 1 letp
1
A s x g X : for all m G 1 there exists y m with y m G .  .n  n
1
and sup x q zy m - 1 q . . 5m< <z F1
CLAIM. Each A is a Borel set and D` A s S _ c-str.ext B .n ns1 n X X
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Proof of Claim. Fix m G 1 and put
1
A s x g X : there exists y m , x g X with y m , x G .  .n , m  n
1
and sup x q zy m , x - 1 q . . 5m< <z F1
Then each A is an open set. To see this, let x g A . Choosen, m 0 n, m
 . 5  5 5  .5y m, x g X so that y m, x G 1rn and sup x q zy m, x - 10 0 < z < F1 0 0
5  .5q 1rm. Put r s sup x q zy m, x . Choose e ) 0 so that r q e - 1< z < F1 0 0
 .  .  5q 1rm. We show that B x , e ; A where B x , e s x g X : x y0 n, m 0
5 4 5 5x - e . To that end let x g X and x y x - e . Then for z g C with0 0
< <z F 1 we have
5 5x q zy m , x F x q zy m , x q x y x .  .0 0 0 0
- r q e .
5  .5 5  .5So sup x q zy m, x F r q e - 1 q 1rm. Since y m, x G 1rn,< z < F1 0 0
it follows that x g A and so A is an open set. Now note thatn, m n, m
A s F` A , so A is a G set and hence a Borel set.n ms1 n, m n d
The second assertion of the claim follows immediately from the defini-
tion of c-str.ext B so, c-str.ext B is an F set. This completes the proofX X sd
of the claim.
Assume the conclusion is false, that is, assume the second condition is
not necessary. Let
1 f v .
E s v g V : F f v F m and g A .k , m k 5m f v .
 .for each pair of positive integers k and m. Then m E - ` fork , m
 . each pair k and m and D D E s spt f l v g V :m G 1 k G 1 k , m
  . 5  .5. 4  .f v r f v g S _ c-str.ext B . Hence m D D E ) 0 byX X mG1 k G1 k , m
 .hypothesis. So there exists positive integers k and m such that m E0 0 k , m0 0
 .  ..1r p) 0. Let e s 1rk m m E . Since f g c-str.ext B there0 0 k , m L  m , X .0 0 p
 .  . 5exists d s d e ) 0 such that whenever g g L m, X and sup f qp < z < F1
5 < < 4 5 5  .zg : z F 1 F 1 q d , it follows that g - e . We may assume that f Vp p
is a separable subset of X.
  ..1r p  .Case 1. p G 1. Let h s dr6 m E and choose a sequence xk , m n0 0
 .  . `  .  .   .in f V such that f V ; D B x , h where B x , h [ x g f V :ns1 n n
5 5 4  .x y x - h , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . a separable metric space is Lindelof . ThenÈn
` y1  .. y1  ..E ; D f B x , h . Let V s E l f B x , h for j sk , m ns1 n j k , m j0 0 0 0
1, 2, 3, . . . and set B s V , B s V _ V , . . . , B s V _ D ny1V , . . . . Then1 1 2 2 1 n n js1 j
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 .B l B s B if n / m, each B g S and satisfies diam f B - 2h, andn m n n
E s D` B . For each n g N choose v g B and set f s f ?k , m ns1 n n n 10 0
`  .x q  f v x . ThenV _ E ns1 n Bk , m n0 0
p`
p5 5f y f s f v x v y f v x v dm v .  .  .  .  .p H1 n B Bn n
Ek , m ns10 0
`
p
s f v x v y f v x v dm v .  .  .  .  .H n B Bn n
Ek , m ns10 0
`
ps f v y f v dm v by Fubini's Theorem .  .  .  . H n
Bnns1
`
pF 2h dm v diam f B - 2h .  .  . . H n
Bnns1
ps 2h m E . .  .k , m0 0
Therefore
1rp
5 5f y f F 2h m E . .p1 k , m0 0
d 1rp
s 2 ? m E . .k , m1rp 0 0




5 5 5 5 5 5 Also f F f y f q f F 1 q dr3. Choose d ) 0 such that 1 qp p p1 1 1
. .d 1 q dr3 - 1 q dr2. Since v g B ; E for each n, it follows1 n n k , m0 0
from the definitions of A and E that there exists x g X such thatk k , m n0 0 0
5 5 5  . 5  .5 5 < < 4x G 1rk and sup f v r f v q zx : z F 1 F 1 q d . Letn 0 < z < F1 n n n 1
` 5  .5g s  f v x x . Thenns1 n n Bn
1rpp`
5 5g s f v x x v dm v .  .  .p H n n Bn /V ns1
1rpp`
s f v x x v dm v .  .  .H n n Bn /Ek , m ns10 0
1rp`
p ps f v x dm v .  . H n n /Bnns1
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1rpp` 1
G dm v . H / /m k B0 0 nns1
1rpp
1 1 1rp
s m E B s m E .  . .k , m k , m0 0 0 0 / /m k m k0 0 0 0
s e see definition of e . .
< <Moreover, for all v g V and for all z with z F 1,
f v q zg v .  .1
`
s f v q z f v x x v .  .  .1 n n Bn
ns1
`
s f v x v q f v q z f v x x v .  .  .  .  . .V _ E n n n Bk , m n0 0
ns1
`
5s f v x v q f v q z f v x x v .  .  .  .  .V _ E n n n Bk , m n0 0
ns1
f v if v g V _ E . k , m0 0F  f v 1 q d if v g B .  .n 1 n
f v if v g V _ E .1 k , m0 0s  f v 1 q d if v g B . .  .1 1 n
5  .  .5  .5  .5Therefore f v q zg v F 1 q d f v . Thus1 1 1
5 5 5 5f q zg F 1 q d f .p p1 1 1
d
F 1 q d 1 q .1  /3
d
< <- 1 q for all z with z F 1.
2
Consequently,
5 5 5 5 5 5f q zg F f y f q f q zg since p G 1 .p p p1 1
d d
< <F q 1 q for all z with z F 1
3 2
< <- 1 q d for all z with z F 1,
5 5yet g G e , contradicting the fact that f g c-str.ext B .p L  m , X .p
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 . p  . pCase 2. 0 - p - 1. Choose d e ) 0 such that d r3 q 1 q d r2 F0 0
 . p  .1 q d . Argue as in Case 1 to get a function f s f g L m, X such0 1 p
5 5 p  . p 5 5 p 5 5 p 5 5 pthat f y f F d r3 . Then f F f q f y f F 1 qp p p p0 0 0 0
 . p  . p  . p.  . pd r3 . Choose d ) 0 so that 1 q d 1 q d r3 - 1 q d r2 .0 2 2 0 0
 . 5 5Define g g L m, X as in Case 1. Then g G e and for all z withp0 p 0
< < 5  .  .5  .5  .5 < <z F 1, f v q zg v F 1 q d f v . Thus for all z with z F 10 0 2 0
we have
pp p5 5 5 5f q zg F 1 q d f .p p0 0 2 0
p
d0pF 1 q d 1 q .2  / /3
p
d0F 1 q by our choice of d . .2 /2
< <Hence for all z with z F 1,
5 5 p 5 5 p 5 5 pf q zg F f y f q f q zgp p p0 0 0 0
p p
d d0 0F q 1 q /  /3 2
pF 1 q d by our choice of d . .  .0
5 5 < < 4 5 5Consequently, sup f q zg : z F 1 F 1 q d , yet g G e contra-p p< z < F1 0 0
dicting the fact that f g c-str.ext B . This completes the proof of theL  m , X .p
theorem.
Remark. Our proof of the necessity of the natural conditions in Theo-
rem 4.2 can also be applied mutatis mutandis to prove the necessity of the
w xcorresponding conditions in the real case 7 . In this respect the real case
version of our argument provides an alternative to the proof given by Peter
w xGreim via the Stonean transform 5 .
 .COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose 1 F p - ` and V, S, m is a complete, posi-
ti¨ e measure space. Then a complex Banach space X has the property that
e¨ery element of the unit sphere of X is a complex strongly extreme point of B ,X
 .if and only if e¨ery element of the unit sphere of L m, X is a complexp
  w x.strongly extreme point of B . By analogy to the real case see, e. g., 13L  m , X .p
 .  .L m, X is complex midpoint locally uniformly rotund c-MLUR if andp
.only if X is c-MLUR .
Remark. Unlike the characterization of the complex extreme points of
w xB which requires the complex Banach space X to be separable 4 ,L  m , X .p
 .the characterization of complex strongly extreme points of L m, Xp
requires no assumptions on the complex Banach space X.
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